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On the Relation between )~¢uriatic Acid and Chlorine. 101 

The Report fi'om the mint is in these words : 
From every appearance, the piece of copper seems t o  have 

been taken from a mass that has undergone fasion. The melting 
was, however, not an operation of art~ but a natural effect~ caused 
by a volcanic eruption. 

The s;:ream of lava probably carried along~ in its eourse~ the 
aforesaid body of copper that had formed into one collection, as 
fast as i~ was heated enough to run, from all parts of the mine. 
The u~i~ed mass was probably borne in this manner to the 
place whe-'e i~ ;:o',v rests in the soil. 

The crystallized form observable every where on the original 
~urfaee of the metal that has been left matouehed or undisturbed, 
leads me to pre~ume that the filsion it has sustained was by 
a process of nature ; since this crystallized surface can only be 
supposed to have been produced by a slow and gradual cooling, 
whereby the copper assumed regular figures as its heat passed 
into other substaaees~ and the metal itself lay exposed to 
the air. 

As to the properties of the copper itself, it may be observed 
that  its eolour is a clear red ; that it is peculiarly qualified for 
rolling and forging; and that its excellence is indicated by its 
rezemblanee to the copper usually employed by the English for 
plating. 

The dealers in copper eall this sort Peruvian copper, to distin- 
guish it from that of Sweden, which is much less malleable. The 
specimen under consideration is incomparably better than 
Swedish eopper~ as well on account of its brilliant eolour~ as 
for the fineness of its pores, and its extreme ductility. 

Notwithstanding, before it is used in manufactures, or for the 
coining of money, it ought to be melted anew, for the purpose 
of purifying it fi'om such earthy particles as it may contain. 

The examination of the North American copper, in the sam- 
pie received fi'om his excellency the minister, by the operations 
of the eupel and the test by fire, has proved that it does not con. 
tain the smallest particle of sliver, gold, or any other metal. 

XVI. Experiments on the Relation between 3[uriatic Acid and 
Chlorine. By ANDREwURE, M.D.  Professor qf the Ander, 
sonian In~titt'~tion~ and Member of the Geological Society. "~ 

T r l  ~ Chloridie theorY, though more limited in its application 
to chemical phmnomena than the Antiphlogistie~ may justly be 

* Front t!m Transaetion~ of the Royal Bociety of Edinburgh. 
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102 .Experiments on the Relation between 

regarded as of scarcely inferior importanee. If  established, it 
leads to the adoption of entirely new views eonf:erning combus- 
tion and many of its products ; it removes the muriates, a set of 
apparently well characterized saline bodies, from the class of salts 
altoget!ler ; and it has given birth, b,,¢ a~alogy, to two new ge- 
nera of compounds, in which iodine and fluorine, .like chlorine, 
act a corresponding part with oxygen, ill the system of La- 
voisier. 

This new era in chemical science unquestionably m'iginated 
from the masterly researches of Sir Humphry Davy on oxy- 
muriatic acid gas; a substance which, after resisting the most 
powerful means of -decomposition which his sagacity could in- 
vent, or his ingenuity apply, he declared to be, according to the 
true logic of chemistry, an elementary body, and not a com- 
pound of muriatie acid and oxygen, as was previously imagined, 
and as its name seemed to denote. He accordingly assigned to 
it the term Chlorin% descriptive of its colour ; a name now ge- 
nerally used. 

Chlorine when combined with an equal volume of hydrogen 
forms muriatie acid gas, the hydrochloric of Gay-Lqssac. This 
muriatie acid gas, hygrometrically dry, unites with its own bulk 
of dry ammoniacal gas, to constitute the dry pulvcrulent solid 
called sal ammoniac. Hence this saline body is ultimately com- 
posed of chlorine and hydrogen, for its acid ; and of azote and 
hydrogen for its base. By comparing the weights of muriatie 
acid and ammoniacal gases, in equal volumes, we obtain the 
proportion of 67"S mnriatic acid gas to 32"2 ammonia, for the 
composition of 100 parts by weight of the solid salt. If we sa- 
turate liquid muriatie acid with gaseous ammonia, or with the 
base of the ammoniaeal carbonate, and evaporate carefully to 
dryness, we find the resulting salt to have preci:sely the same 
constitution, namely, in 100 parts, 51 of dry muriatic acid, equi- 
valent to  67"8 of the acid gas, and the remainder 32"2 ammonia. 
This concurrence of results, whatever way tlle salt may be ob- 
tained, is fillly demonstrated in my researches on the ammonia- 
ell  salts, (Annal~ of Philosophff for September I S 17,) and proves 
it to be a substance of very uniform and determinate composi- 
tion. 

Those chemists who consider chlorine to be oxvmuriatie acid 
must suppose, when a volume of it weighing 44" 1"3 u~lites with 
an equal volume of hydrogen weighing 1'32, that, in the re- 
sulting hydrochloric or muriatie acid gas =45"45, this hydrogen 
exists combined with 10"00 of oxygen, its saturating quantity, 
forming 1 t '32 of constituent water. In this view, muriatie acid 
gas, like gaseous, sulphuric, and nitric acids, contains water as 
an essential element. '_Phere seems to be no violation of chemi- 
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Muriatlc Jlcld and Chlorine. 103 

• al analogy in this supposition. The quantity wilt be represented 
f . al.s~ <by the raeuon 4--~.4~' being nearly one-fourth. 

If elflorine, however, be a simple body, which forms with hy- 
drogen muriatie acid gas, then sal ammoniac is rightly named 
Hydroehlorate of Ammonia. And since ammonia itself results 
from three volumes of hydrogen and one of azote, condensed 
into two volumes, that saline body can contain neither water~ 
alor its indispensable element oxygen. 

Oil the other hand, if chlorine be oxymuriatie acid, then the 
-fourth part of water existing in the resulting muriatie acid gas 
must necessarily enter into the sal ammoniac as an essential 
constituent ; for the whole ponderable matter of that gas, as 
well as of the ammonia, passes into the salt. This water being 
as indispensable an ingredient of sal ammoniac as it is of oil of 
vitriol; heat alone can no more separate it from the former) 
than it can from the latter compound. 

Moreover, if we decompose sa[ ammoniac by the agency of 
any body containing oxygen, an evident som.ee of fallacy exists 
relative to tlle watery produet~ which may be referred by the 
supporters of the ehtoridie theory, not to the salt itself, but to 
the hydrogen of the hydrochloric acid, united with the oxygen 
of  the decomposing substance. This ambiguous interpretation 
is experimentally illustrated in my paper on the Ammoniaeal 
Salts. 

If, however, we shall decompose that equivocal salt, by means 
of a substance which certainly contains no oxygen ; and if we 
still obtain water in nearly the above proportions ; then this re-. 
suit is no longer equivocal, nor will it admit'of two interpreta- 
tions. We must thenceforth be compelled to recognise in mu- 
riatie acid gas, as in the other acid vapours, WATEr, as an ingre- 
dient essential to its constitution ; and~ to acknowledge that 
chlorine consists of a base retired to oxygen, or is in fact oxv- 
genated-muriatie acid, as Lavoisier and Berthollet taught, al~d 
as the whole chemical world believed~ till their faith was lately 
shaken or subverted by the predominating genius of Sir Hum- 
phry Davy. 

With the view of deciding the above important controversy~ 
I performed the following experiments: 

Of sal ammoniac, kept fiJr some time iu a platina capsule at 
a subliming heat, to remove every particle of adhering moisture, 
a known quantity was put into a glass tube, and made to sl ide 
down to the one end, which had been hermetically sealed. Over 
it a given weight of bright metallic lamin~, cut into slender seg- 
ments, was slightly pressed. The salt occupied in general about 
o ,e  inch of fl~e tube ~ the laminre four or five inches. Silver, 

G 4 copper~ 
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104 Experiments on the RelaHon between 

copper, and turnings of iron made with a dry tool, were em-  
ployed in successive experiments. Tile open extremity of the 
tube was drawn out to a point, and recurved, so as to pass un- 
der a vessel inve,'ted on the mercurial pneumatic trough. Be- 
tween this and the portion containing the metal, there was a 
length of six or more inches of tube, which was kept cool. In 
one variation of the experiment, a tube of Reaumur 's  porcelain 
was used fbr containing the materials, to which was firmly luted~ 
by a collar of caoutchouc, a glass tube, with a little globe blown 
in its middle, and its loose end plunged, as usual, into the mer-  
curial trough. 

When tubes of crystal glass were employed, the part contain- 
ing the materials was lodged in a semicylindrica] ease of iron, 
which traversed a small charcoal furnace five or six inches in 
diameter. The  metallic laminae bein~ raised to fidl ignition in 
day-light,  the ease and tube ~,ere slightly moved h, 'ward, in 
order to bring a little of the salt within the sphere of the heat. 
Great nicety was required in the advancement of the sealed ex-  
tremity; for the glass tube being perfectly softened in its middle, 
too sudden volatilization of the salt never failed, by inflating and 
bursting it, to spoil the experiment. This accident frequently 
happened. On the other hand, if the central part of the tube 
was exposed to merely a dull red, the experiment would not suc- 
ceed with silver and copper. At this temperature they did not 
decompose the sal ammoniac. When, however, the above-men-  
tkmed precautions were observed, dew could be perceived to 
settle speedily on the cool portion of the tube. This dew be- 
came more and more visible as the sublimation advanced, till, 
finally collecting into distinct drops, it trickled down the sides 
in striae, and formed a filament along the bottom. To  obtain 
good results of this kind, four or five hours must be devoted to 
one experiment,  in which 20 grains of salt, and from 60 to 100 
of metal, are employed. More rapid transmissiou of the salts 
effects mere sublimation. Bubbles of gas come over, which, with 
silver and copper laminae, are found to be a mixture of ammonia  
and hydrogen. In this ease, the liquid condensed is water o~' 
ammonia, 

The metallic laminae are evidently heavier than before their 
introduction ; but the increase of tbeir weight could not be ex-  
actly ascertained, because a portion of the silver or copper is 
impressed on the inner surface of the tulle, giving it a very beau- 
tiful iridescent and metallic lustre, similar to the colours of the 
diamond beetle viewed in a microscope. The silver laminae 
have for the most part exchanged their native brilliant white, for 
a dull brown or grayish hue ; and, instead of being eminently 
tough aad ductil% have become more brittle than any substance 
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2~Turiatlc Acid and Chlorine. I05 

with which I am acquainted. The slightest touch of the finger 
breaks them across. Digested in pure nitric acid somewhat 
dilute, the segments only partially dissolve, bits of muriate of sil- 
ver, of their own shape, being left in the liquid. 

The ignited copper turnings, after experiencing the action of 
sal ammoniac, are found to have lost also their original lustre, 
and have acquired a dull brown coIour. Digested in water, a 
liquid muriate is obtained, which gives the characteristic brown 
precipitate with prussiate of potash. 

The most considerable of my experiments with turnings was 
made with the tube of Reaumur's porcelain, which, as it con- 
tains no oxide of lead, is not liable to any ambiguity oil this score, 
and being capable of sustaining a very high heat without fusion, 
permitted me to obtain very satisfactory results indeed. 

Thirty grains of recently heated sal ammoniac being put down 
to the sealed end, 200 grains of bright turnings of very pure soft 
iron were introduced over it, so as to occupy six inches of the 
tube. The glass tube above described, was attached by the 
elastic gum collar. The part holding the iron being brought to 
bright ignition, the sealed end of the tube was advanced by de- 
grees almost imperceptible. As soon as the salt began to ex- 
hale, moisture began to condense in the glass tube, though none 
ever appeared prior to heating the sal ammoniac. The evolu- 
tion of gas was much more copious than in any of the experi- 
ments with the other metals. When allowed to escape through 
the quicksilver into the air, it exhibited the (lense cloud, and had 
the odour, of muriatic acid. Received into a tube over mercury, 
and then exposed to the action of water, T~o-~ parts of the volume 
were absorbed, which on trial were found to be pure muriatlc 
acid. The remaiuder was a mixture of azote and hydrogen, iu 
the proportions very nearly that are known to constitute am- 
monia. I'analysed this mixed gas, by explosion with half its 
volume of pure oxygen, in a peculiar apparatus which I shall 
describe in the sequel. On firing 100 measures with the electric 
~park, 76"2 disappeared, two-thirds of which, -----50"8, are hy- 
drogen. Before explosion, the hundred volumes consisted'of 
66~ ammoniacal gaseous matter, +33~- oxygen. Of these 66:~ 
parts, 50'8 are hydrogen, and 15'86 azote; or, in the 100, 
76"2 + 23"8. But, by Gay-Lussac, one volume of azote unite.~ 
with three volumes of hydrogen to tbrm ammonia Hence 23"8 
measures of azote should have been accompanied with only 71"4 
of hydrogen, instead of 76"2 actually obtained. This excess of 
hydrogen is due to the decomposition of a little of the watery 
product, in the formation of the muriate of iron. That muriate 
of iron is formed, is proved by many circumstances. First, the 
disappcarance of the acid in the gaseous products. Sal am- 

moniac 
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I0~ Experiments on .Mttriatlc .4eid and Chlorine. 

moniae being decomposed into its ultimate gases, will consist of 
two measures of those constituting the alkali q- one measure of 

• ° 1 the muriatic. Hence 100 volumes should contain 337 of this 
aeld gas ; but they actually contained only about 5. Therefore 
about 28 m_~asures, which form the difference, were condensed 
with the iron. Secondly, the iron turnings had increased ill 
weight; they deliquesced speedily on exposure to the atmo- 
sphere; and, digested in water, they yielded an acerb-tasted so- 
lution of muriate of iron~ giving with prussiate of potash a eo- 
picrtts blue precipitate. 

The quantity of muriate produced in the experiment will de- 
pend on the proportion of turnings which have been but mo- 
derately heated ; for the ammonia, in its passage over the strongly 
ignited iron, may be conceived to separate the oxygen, and thus 
prevent the formation of muriate. 

Water impregnated with muriatie acid equal in weight to 
nearly one-sixth of the sal ammoniac decomposed, is uniformly 
obtained by the above process. Scarcely a particle of ammonia 
seems to escape entire decomposition. The evolved muriatie 
aeid~ amounting to -r-~-~ of the whole gaseous products, must 
carry off with it a portion of its constituent water. Hence we 
ought to find a little less water here condensed, than, by my ex- 
periments on the ammoniaeal salts above referred to, sal am- 
moniac, viewed as a muriate, is shown to contain. 

It seems evidently to tbllow, from this experimental detail, 
that chlorine is oxygenated muriatic acid. Since dry sal am- 
moniac consists of ammonia and muriatic acid gases, both hy- 
grometrically dry ; and since water is obtained in its decompo- 
sition by pure,metals; this water must have existed in the 
gaseous acid; for all experiments concur in proving ammonia 
itself to contain nothing but azote and hydrogen. And, finally~ 
since muriatic acid gas is a compound of chlorine and hydro- 
gen, the water derived from the resulting muriatie acid, demon- 
strates the presence of oxygen in the chlorine, or~ in other 
words, that it is really oxymuriatie acid ~'. 

All the experimental ph~enomena Ifitherto adduced in the 
chloridie controversy, were susceptible of explanation on both 
the old and new doctrine. Thus, the hydrogen which remains 
after tin is subjected at a high temperature to muriatie acid gas, 
could be regarded, with Davy, as resulting from a metallic ann- 

If  the Chlorldic theory be still retained, then the production of watee 
in the above circumstances can be ascribed only to the dccomposltion of 
azote into oxygen and hydrogen, as has been already indicated ia my paper 
on the Ammonlacal Salts. It is posslble that  this alternative may eventually 
be found the true one ; yet, in the present ~tate of our knowledge, such an 
inference would be illogicaL 
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Experiments on Mur~at~c itcld Gas. 107 

|ysls of hydrochloric acid ; or it might be derived from the com- 
bined water of muriatlc acid, of which the oxygen became fixed 
ill the muriate of tin. When chlorine also at high heats was 
made to act on earths or common metallic oxides, the evolved 
oxygen couldbe  referred with equal probability either to the 
solid or to the gas. 

And though we ignite by the strongest Voltaic power, char° 
coal or other combustibles in chlorine, still we shall not be able 
to convert it into muriatic acid gas, for want of the essential 
constituent water ; no more than we can, without the same 
wate U obtain oil of vitriol. Present water to chlorine, then 
light alone will separate its oxygen, and leave muriatie acid. 
Such, indeed, is the affinity existing between the muriatic acid 
basis and water, that those muriates which of themselves resist 
decomposition at a red heat, when exposed at that temperature 
to the vapour of water, are speedily resolved into gaseous mu- 
riatie acid, and their peculiar bases. 

By restoring the theory of Lavoisier and Berthollet, we get 
rid of those mysterious and almost incomprehensible transfor- 
mations which a drop of water has been lately conceived to pro-. 
duee on some of the muriates. Dried sea-salt, for example, 
when viewed as a compound of chlorine and sodium, is no 
sooner moistened, than a portion of water resolves itself into 
oxygen and hydrogen ; whence result soda and hydrochloric acid, 
and a solution of muriate of soda. Expel the drop of water, we 
have a chloride of sodium once more ; and we may repeat this 
invisible change for an indefinite number of times by the addition 
or subtraction of a little moisture. Thus we must consider dry 
salt and moist salt to be bodies widely and essentially different', 
the former containing neither alkali nor acid, while the latter 
eol~tains both. This supposition, which the ch!oridic theory 
compels us to make, must surely be reckoned somewhat vio- 
lent. 

XVII. Experiments on Muriatic Acid Gas, with Observations 
on its Chemical Cbnstitution, and on some other Subjects of 
Chemical Theor~j. /~J JoH~ MURRAY, M.D.F .R .S .  E, 
Fellow of the Royal College of Ph~tsicians of Edinburgh.~ 

SOMR years ago I proposed, as decisive of the question whieh 
has been the subject of eontroversy on the nature of oxymuriatie 
and muriatic acids, the experiment of procuring water from 
muriate o f  ammonia~ formed by the eombinatioxL of dry amino- 

From the Transactions of the Royal 8ocicty of Edinburgh. 
niaeal 
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